Meet in the large parking lot to the north of Paradise Bikes (9377 Six Mile Cypress Pkwy) – Colonial Square Town Center. Phone: 239-938-9966, ask for Lynne Sharp for more info.

Proceed to the Shared Use Path on Six Mile Cypress, then turn RIGHT.

RIGHT turn at Colonial Blvd – stay on path.

STRAIGHT through I-75 intersection – proceed with caution! – stay on path.

RIGHT turn onto Treeline Ave (bike lane or sidewalk).
LEFT turn onto Plantation Gardens Pkwy (bike lane or sidewalk).
RIGHT turn onto Commerce Lakes Dr. (bike lane or sidewalk).
RIGHT turn onto Westlinks Dr (road or sidewalk).
RIGHT turn onto Commonwealth Dr. (road or sidewalk).
RIGHT turn onto Daniels Pkwy – use Shared Use Path.
RIGHT turn at first entrance to jetBlue Park and proceed to BikeWalkLee's Bike Corral.